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Abstract—We consider the topological interference manage-
ment problem for a downlink hexagonal cellular network, where
the channel state information at the transmitters is limited to
just the network topology. Recent work by Jafar showed that if
interference is limited to only near the cell boundary, then, an
aligned frequency reuse pattern achieves the optimal value of 6/7
degrees of freedom (DoF) per cell, as opposed to the conventional
frequency reuse baseline of 1/3 DoF per cell. We generalize the
setting to include interference from multiple layers of adjacent
cells and characterize how the gains of the optimal solution over
basic frequency reuse diminish with increasing number of interfer-
ence layers. Next, we focus on single-layer interference and explore
the sensitivity of the idealized assumptions behind the connectivity
model of Jafar, which achieves higher DoF but only at the cost of a
higher effective noise floor than the baseline, and under idealized
placements of users. A modified connectivity model that operates
at a comparable noise-floor to the baseline is then studied, and
its DoF are shown to be bounded above by 6/11 and below by
1/2. Through numerical simulations, we compare the solutions that
achieve 6/7, 1/2, and 1/3 DoF per cell and find that, while both the
6/7 and the 1/2 DoF solutions beat the baseline 1/3 figure, between
them, the 1/2 DoF aligned frequency reuse pattern is more robust
for small cell networks particularly for random users’ distribution
on the cell boundaries.

Index Terms—Hexagonal cellular network, degree of freedom,
aligned frequency reuse, topological interference management.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERFERENCE is one of the main challenges faced by
cellular networks. Some of the most promising interference

management ideas such as interference alignment have been
explored primarily under the assumption of abundant channel
knowledge at the transmitters [1], [2], which is too optimistic.
Moreover, the studies have focused primarily on the degrees
of freedom (DoF) metric under fully connected settings, which
is too pessimistic because it does not exploit the difference in
signal strengths, thereby ignoring the most significant feature
of a cellular network—frequency reuse. A complementary per-
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spective called topological interference management (TIM) is
introduced by Jafar in [3], which explores the DoF of locally
connected networks with no channel knowledge at the trans-
mitters beyond a coarse knowledge of network topology (which
links are stronger/weaker than the effective noise floor), thereby
alleviating the two concerns mentioned above. TIM is shown in
[3] to be essentially an index coding problem [4], [5]. Remark-
ably, optimal solutions to both TIM and index coding problem
are shown to be guided by interference alignment principles.

Finding solutions to new classes of topologies for the index
coding and TIM problems is currently an active research area
[3], [6]–[10]. Topologies inspired by cellular networks are of
particular interest. Solutions to the TIM problem are presented
in [3] for simplified cellular network models based on regular
hexagonal and rectangular arrays. Solutions for TIM instances
based on clusters of 4 cells, 5 cells, and 6 cells are presented
in [3], [7], [10], respectively. For one-dimensional convex
cellular networks [8] has shown that a greedy orthogonal
access scheme (where only non-interfering transmissions are
scheduled together) achieves the sum DoF. It is noteworthy
that [3] has shown that orthogonal schemes are not optimal
for two-dimensional cellular networks, even if the topology is
convex. Thus, the TIM problem remains intriguingly open for
two-dimensional topologies, which are much more relevant in
practice than one-dimensional networks.

There has also been much work on extending the TIM prob-
lem in various directions, e.g., cooperation among transmitters
is studied in [11], [12], multiple antennas are considered in
[13], time-varying topologies are considered in [14]–[16], and
multilevel connectivity is explored in [17].

Solutions to the TIM problem have the advantage of infor-
mation theoretic optimality, albeit these solutions exist mainly
for idealized (simplified) connectivity models. On the other
hand, practical approaches to inter-cell interference coordina-
tion (ICIC) are capable of handling much more realistic (com-
plex) connectivity models, but are sub-optimal in general. With
ICIC, each cell allocates its resources such that interference ex-
perienced in the network is minimized [18]–[20]. One category
of the fundamental ICIC techniques related to TIM is frequency
reuse-based schemes, which mainly include: hard frequency
reuse [21], fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [22], [23] and Soft
frequency reuse (SFR) [24]. Hard frequency reuse, for instance,
3 frequency reuse scheme, splits the system bandwidth into
three distinct sub-bands and lets neighboring cells transmit on
different sub-bands. The hard frequency reuse scheme yields
lower spectrum utilization due to smaller available bandwidth
in each cell. To reduce the impact of frequency reuse on the
capacity for each cell, FFR divides the given bandwidth into
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Fig. 1. Locally connected hexagonal cellular network. (a) Conventional fre-
quency reuse (DoF = 1/3 per cell). (b) Aligned frequency reuse (DoF =
6/7 per cell). The gray cells represent base stations that are inactive. Within
the active (white) cells, there is one active cell-edge user being served by the
base station. The location of this user is identified by the red arrow.

two subsets, with one part assigned to the cell-center users
based on reuse-1 and the other subset assigned to cell-edge
users based on reuse-3 across cells. For further improving the
spectrum utilization, SFR allow cell-center users to use both
cell-center bandwidth and cell-edge bandwidth, just with less
priority than cell-edge users. Recent research also develops
some adaptive SFR schemes [25], [26] and advanced FFR
schemes by utilizing advanced techniques such as network
MIMO [29], graph theory [27], [28] and convex optimization
[30], [31] to more effectively avoid interference and attain a
higher spectrum efficiency. In all cases, the performance of the
cell-edge users remains the main challenge.

The gap between the idealized TIM solutions that focus
on optimality, and sub-optimal ICIC schemes that focus on
practicality makes it difficult to draw meaningful comparisons
directly. This work is a step toward bridging this gap. Starting
from the TIM problem formulation, our goal is to perturb the
various idealized assumptions to make them more consistent
with practice and thus gauge the robustness of the insights
obtained from TIM models. Since our point of departure is
the TIM problem, we focus on the most common idealized
topological model for a cellular network—the two dimensional
convex regular hexagonal cellular network with omnidirec-
tional antennas. We are interested primarily in the users located
on the boundaries between adjacent cells, since this is where
interference is the most severe and where frequency planning
is most needed [32]. Specifically, our starting point is the
aligned frequency reuse solution to the TIM problem for a basic
hexagonal cellular topology that is presented in [3].

A. Background: The Aligned Frequency Reuse Solution of [3]

Reference [3] studies a basic hexagonal cellular network
topology where each base station equipped with one omnidirec-
tional antenna is heard only by users within a distance R, where
R is the radius of the circumscribing circle for the hexagonal
cell’s external rim. Users are located at the cell boundaries,
specifically at the centers of the edges of the hexagon, so that
each user can hear the two base stations from its adjacent cells.

A simple baseline for comparison is the conventional 3
frequency reuse plan, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), which avoids all
interference under the assumed connectivity model. With the 3

frequency reuse plan each cell achieves 1/3 DoF. Note that no
channel knowledge beyond the network topology is needed at
the transmitters for frequency reuse.

Reference [3] shows that for the same connectivity model
and with no more channel knowledge than the network topol-
ogy available to the transmitters, the DoF optimal TIM solution
achieves 6/7 DoF per cell, thus improving upon the baseline by
157%. Motivated by an interference alignment perspective, the
optimal solution is called an aligned frequency reuse solution
in [3]. The solution is shown in Fig. 1(b), where the red arrows
indicate the location of active users (the transmission is still om-
nidirectional) and the base station transmitters in the gray cells
are switched off. Note that this is an orthogonal solution, i.e.,
no active user experiences any interference. Within each cluster
of 7 cells, the center cell is sacrificed allowing all neighboring
cells to serve the user on the boundary of the sacrificed cell.

B. Motivation

The connectivity model assumed in [3] makes several sig-
nificant simplifications: (i) only interference from immediately
adjacent cells is explicitly considered; (ii) the effective noise
floor due to ignored interference is left unaccounted; (iii) the
cell-edge users are assumed to be symmetrically placed at the
centers of the edges; (iv) the base stations are assumed to be
symmetrically placed at the center of the cell; (iv) performance
at reasonable finite SNR values is not explored. Our goal in this
work is to explore what happens as the connectivity model is
enriched to account for interference from base stations located
farther away, either explicitly through expanded connectivity or
implicitly in terms of the effective noise floor, and to compare
the robustness of various solutions as we move away from sym-
metric cell-edge users and base station locations and asymptotic
SNR values.

To better understand the issues involved, consider the con-
nectivity model that leads to the optimal solution of 6/7 DoF per
cell, as presented in [3]. Since the immediately adjacent base
stations are already accounted for in this model, the most im-
portant additional parameter that comes into play is the strength
of the next strongest interfering signal, which determines the
effective noise floor. This is captured by the distance of the user
to the next nearest base station (not the immediately adjacent
base station), we define this distance as interference distance.
From Fig. 2 it is easy to see that for the baseline frequency
reuse solution the interference distance is

√
21R/2 whereas for

the 6/7 DoF aligned frequency reuse pattern the interference
distance is only 3R/2. Thus, the 6/7 DoF solution is a bit more
fragile because the next strongest interferer is closer than in the
baseline setting.

Another reason that the 6/7 DoF pattern is sensitive has to do
with the symmetrical placement of users. As this assumption is
relaxed, as an extreme instance, suppose users are on the ver-
tices of the hexagonal cells (white circle in Fig. 2), in this case
the interference distance of the 6/7 DoF pattern will be reduced
to as small as R which means that a user cannot decode his
desired message since the interference signal is as strong as his
desired signal. Compare this to the baseline solution, where the
interference distance is 2R which is relatively much more robust.
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Fig. 2. Interference distance comparison from the nearest interferer.
(a) Baseline solution (DoF = 1/3 per cell), (b) aligned frequency reuse solution
(DoF = 6/7 per cell).

In going beyond DoF, when we evaluate the feasible rate
per cell in the finite SNR regime what matters is not only the
strengths of the strongest interferers, but the number of such
interferers as well. From this point of view, it is easy to see
from Fig. 1 that the 6/7 DoF pattern has a larger number of
interferers than the baseline solution. Thus, although in theory
we get a large improvement of 157% per cell compared with
the baseline solution, it is not clear how much of the gain is lost
due to the sensitivity of the solution under practical settings.

Finally, if the base stations can be heard beyond the imme-
diate vicinity of their cells, say up to L layers in the hexagonal
grid, it is not known how that might affect the gains of TIM
versus conventional frequency reuse solutions. Gaining new
insights along these lines, both in theoretical and practical
terms, is the motivation for this work.

C. Summary of Contribution

We start by expanding the connectivity model of [3] to
include multiple layers of interfering base stations and present
a general information theoretic DoF outer bound and an inner
bound based on aligned frequency reuse for these multi-layer
networks. The outer bound reveals diminishing returns in terms
of improvements over conventional frequency reuse solutions
as the number of layers increases. Since the greatest improve-
ments come from the single layer setting, we next focus on
this particular setting. Taking a deeper look at the conventional
3 frequency reuse pattern and the aligned frequency reuse
solution that promises 6/7 DoF, we observe that while the latter
achieves higher DoF it also has a higher noise floor because the
nearest interfering base stations are much closer than in the 3
frequency reuse baseline. In order to make a fair comparison
under comparable noise-floors, we propose a slightly enhanced
connectivity model for the TIM problem. For this new model,
the DoF are bounded above and below by 6/11 and 1/2, per
cell, respectively. Interestingly, the achievable scheme for 1/2
DoF is still motivated by aligned frequency reuse principles.
Finally, we compare the new 1/2 DoF aligned frequency reuse
solution with both the 6/7 DoF aligned frequency reuse solution
and the conventional 3 frequency reuse solution under practical
settings that include finite SNR values and asymmetric cell-
edge user locations, and illustrate their respective advantages
and shortcomings.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Channel Model

As a natural extension of the model in [3], let consider an
infinite two-dimensional downlink hexagonal cellular network
where the cells are placed uniformly in a hexagonal grid pattern.
The network is based on full frequency reuse. For each cell
the base station (BS) equipped with an omnidirectional antenna
is located in the center of the cell, and the users are located
at the centers of the edges corresponding to cell boundaries,
one on each side of the boundary. For each user he only
receives desired message from his home BS (index 0) and
receives interference from T neighboring cells. The channel
outputs are

yi(n) =
T

∑
j=0

hi j(n)x j(n)+ zi(n) (1)

where during the nth channel use, x j(n) is the transmitted
symbol from BS j, yi(n) is the received symbol at user i,
zi(n) ∼ N c(0,1) is zero mean unit variance additive complex
Gaussian noise at user i, and hi j(n) is the channel coefficient
between BS j and user i. The input symbols are subject to
a power constraint P, i.e., E|x j(n)|2 ≤ P. We will assume all
symbols are complex.

Under the TIM problem formulation the channel coefficients
whose net contribution at a receiver is below the effective noise
floor value are assumed to be zeros themselves (disconnected).
The channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT) is
a binary value that only distinguishes the zero-channel co-
efficients from the non-zero channel coefficients. The values
of the non-zero channel coefficients remain unknown to the
transmitters. Thus, the CSIT is limited to a coarse knowledge
of the network topology. For the purpose of this work, the
non-zero (connected) channel coefficients may be assumed
to remain constant or vary across time, but are statistically
indistinguishable from each other from the transmitters’ (BS’s)
perspective. The receivers (users) are assumed to have perfect
knowledge of the values of only the channel coefficients to their
desired base stations.

A rate allocation for all messages is said to be achievable if
the probability of decoding error for each message can be made
arbitrarily small by choosing code-words that are long enough.
The closure of all the achievable rates is called the capacity
region. The symmetric capacity Csym is the largest rate inside
the capacity region that can be achieved by all messages. The
symmetric DoF is defined as

ηsym = lim
P→∞

Csym

log(P)
(2)

which is also equivalently stated as

Csym = ηsym log(P)+o(log(P)) . (3)

We are interested in the optimal achievable symmetric DoF in
this paper.
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Fig. 3. Multi-layer hexagonal cellular network topology. (a) Interference
layers from users’ perspective; (b) interference layers from BSs’ perspective.

B. Multi-Layer Hexagonal Cellular Network Topology

Building on the channel model described above we define
multi-layer hexagonal cellular network topologies in this sec-
tion. First, we define a key notion called interference distance.

The interference distance D is defined as the threshold of
connectivity. In the corresponding partially connected network
topology, all interferers at distance D or more are considered
to be below the noise floor and therefore “disconnected,”
whereas all interferers at a distance less than D are assumed
“connected.” In other words, the channel coefficients for chan-
nels between nodes that are separated by distance D or more,
are set to zero in the TIM problem, and those separated by
distance less than D are assumed to be non-zero values. Clearly,
by choosing D appropriately, one can include any number of
layers of neighboring base stations as significant interferers. It
is noteworthy that the resulting topology is convex, in the sense
defined by Maleki and Jafar in [8].

Given a frequency reuse pattern the interference distance
D may be taken to be the distance between a user and his
nearest active co-channel cell’s BS. For example, as depicted
in Fig. 2(a), in 3 frequency reuse hexagonal cellular networks,
the interference distance is

√
21R
2 where R is the cell radius.

The multi-layer hexagonal cellular network topology is de-
fined as follows.

Definition 1: In multi-layer hexagonal cellular network, the
Lth layer topology is defined by the corresponding interference
distance DL which is determined by the frequency reuse cluster
size r. The relationship between the layer L and the frequency
reuse cluster size r is

r =

!
3(L+1)2

4 when L is odd
3(L+1)2+1

4 when L is even
(4)

where L ∈ N, and the cluster size r is simply the reciprocal of
the corresponding frequency reuse factor.

The relationship between the number of layers L of inter-
ferers received above the noise floor and the corresponding
interference distance DL is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and (b), from
the users’ perspective and from the base stations’ perspective.
For example, D1 =

√
21R
2 , D2 =

√
57R
2 , D3 =

√
111R
2 , etc. Ba-

sic frequency reuse solutions that avoid interference up to a
given number of layers are identified as follows. For example,

Fig. 4. The proof of the outer bound for multi-layer hexagonal cellular
network. (a) Outer bound for the 3-Layer hexagonal cellular network; (b) outer
bound for the 4-Layer hexagonal cellular network.

tessellations of the 3 cell cluster frequency reuse pattern avoids
all interference up to layer 1, the 7 cell cluster frequency reuse
pattern avoids all interference up to layer 2. Taking the 3 cell
cluster as a seed and growing another outer layer gives us a 12
cell cluster (such a cluster also appears in Fig. 4(a)) which can
be tessellated to avoid all interference up to layer 3. Similarly,
taking the 7 cell cluster and adding an outer layer gives us a
19 layer cluster (see Fig. 4(b)) which is tessellated to avoid
interference up to layer 4. Proceeding in this manner, it is not
difficult to represent the cluster size r that avoids interference
up to layer L.

It is important to note that the aligned frequency reuse
solution in [3] does not coincide with L = 1 case. This is
because, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), here we assume that a user at
the cell edge can hear all 4 base stations closest to it, whereas in
[3] makes a more optimistic assumption that only interference
from the 2 closest base stations is heard.

Next we proceed to DoF outer bounds and aligned frequency
reuse inner bounds for the TIM problem as defined in this
section.

III. THE MULTILAYER CASE

A. DoF Outer Bound

The following theorem presents the DoF outer bound.
Theorem 1: For a hexagonal cellular network topology with

L layers of interference, the information theoretic DoF outer
bound is

DoF(L) ≤
!

12
9L2+12L+1 when L is odd

12
9L2+12L+2 when L is even

(5)

where the DoF(L) is the optimal DoF value per cell.
Proof: The proof is divided into two cases—when L is

even and when L is odd. Fig. 4 illustrates a representative odd
case (L = 3) and an even case (L = 4). Since the main argument
is essentially the same for all cases, here we present it for the
L = 4 case. Consider a cluster of 19 cells as shown in Fig. 4(b),
with users located at locations marked in green, blue, and red
and eliminate all remaining base stations, users and messages.
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There are totally 97 messages (each green circle represent two
users, located on each side of the boundary) in this network.
The key distinction between the green and blue users in this
19 cell network is that the users marked in green (and the red
user) are connected to all 19 base stations, i.e., have non-zero
channel coefficients from all 19 base stations, whereas each of
the blue users has at least one of the 19 base stations that it
cannot hear. For example, the blue user in cell 9 cannot hear
the base station of cell 13, which is more than 4 layers away.
The key to the proof is the claim that a user at the location
marked in red can decode all the messages in this network.
This is established in two steps. First, because the red user has
the same connectivity as all the green users, under the TIM
framework these users are statistically equivalent from the base
stations’ perspective. Therefore, any message intended for a
user in a green (or red) location is decodable not only by the
intended user but also by all users in green (or red) locations.
Decoding all these messages allows the user in the red location
to reconstruct the transmitted signals from all base stations that
serve only green locations. For the outer bound we will allow
full channel state information at all receivers, which cannot
hurt. This allows a user in the red location to eliminate the
contribution to its received signal from all base stations serving
only green locations, i.e., all base stations except those in cells
numbered 8, 9, 16, 17, 18 and 19. Now, in the remaining 6 cell
network, once again the red user has the same connectivity as all
users in cells 9, 8, 19 and 18, so it can decode all these messages
and remove the contribution from these base stations, leaving
us with a network with only two cells, numbered 16 and 17.
At this point, all remaining users have the same connectivity,
and hence the user in the red location can decode all remaining
messages as well. Thus, since all 97 messages are decoded by
the user in the red location, who has only 1 receive antenna,
hence the DoF per message cannot be more than 1/97. Then,
because each cell has 6 independent messages, the DoF per cell
cannot be more than 6/97, giving us the DoF outer bound per
cell for L = 4. Applying the same argument for each L leads to
the general outer bound stated in Theorem 1. !

B. Inner Bound

Theorem 2: For a hexagonal cellular network with L layers
of interference, a DoF inner bound based on aligned frequency
reuse is

DoF(L) ≥
!

12
9L2+15L+6 when L is odd and L ≥ 3

12
9L2+12L+4 when L is even

. (6)

Note that here the inner bound for the single layer case is not
given since we will discuss it in the next section in detail.

Proof: Intuitively, the inner bound is inspired by the idea
of aligned frequency reuse in [3]. Based on different interfer-
ence distances of the different layers, we adjust the active cells
and users’ locations to maximax the overlap of the interference.
Fig. 5 illustrates two representative cases when L = 3 and L = 4,
for which the basic cluster size of 66 cells and 98 cells is used.
The gray cells represent base stations that are inactive. Within
the active (white) cells, there is one active cell-edge user being

Fig. 5. The achievable schemes. (a) L = 3 (DoF = 6/66 per cell). (b) L = 4
(DoF = 6/98 per cell).

served by the base station. The location of this user is identified
by the red arrow. The inner bound follows from tessellation of
these clusters so that all interference up to L layers is avoided.
Since the form of the achievable scheme is essentially the same
for all cases, simply by adjusting the distance between active
cells, the solution extends to arbitrary L to produce the DoF
value stated in Theorem 2. !

While the DoF inner bound does not match the outer bound
precisely, it is notable that the gap between the two is relatively
insignificant. For instance, when L = 4 the outer bound is 6/97
DoF per cell while the inner bound is 6/98 DoF per cell, and
when L = 3 the outer bound is 6/59 DoF per cell while the inner
bound is 6/66 DoF per cell. Since the information theoretic
outer bound is applicable to all solutions (not just orthogonal
solutions) and includes the possibility of arbitrarily large co-
herence times, whereas the inner bound is based on orthogonal
solutions that work even with fast fading, a gap would be
unavoidable if the optimal solutions were non-orthogonal or
dependent upon larger coherence times. We prefer orthogonal
aligned frequency reuse solutions in this work for their robust-
ness to fast fading, and because they are already close to optimal
as evident from the small gap to DoF outer bounds.

C. Gain of Optimal Solution Over Basic Frequency Reuse

Comparing the DoF outer bound from Theorem 1 to the inner
bound from (4) that is achievable DoF through basic frequency
reuse, it is interesting to note that the improvement possible
through TIM over the baseline diminishes as L increases, and
approaches 1 as L approaches infinity, as seen here, for odd
values of L.

lim
L→∞

4
3(L+1)2

12
9L2+12L+1

= lim
L→∞

9+ 12
L + 1

L2

9+ 18
L + 9

L2

= 1. (7)

Thus, increasing overlap between the areas where each base
station can be heard with significant power, and no CSIT
beyond network topology, leads to the pessimistic outcome that
there is not much to be gained beyond simple frequency reuse.
Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, we will focus on the
case with little overlap, i.e., the single layer case (L = 1).

IV. THE SINGLE LAYER CASE

Based on the above analysis we now focus on the single
layer interference model for detailed analysis. This setting
best represents a well designed cellular network, and is also
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Fig. 6. Potential achievable scheme to achieve 6/11 DoF per cell.

where the largest improvements over simple frequency reuse
are possible. The 3 frequency reuse solution is our baseline
solution.

Note that our single-layer connectivity model is different
from the one assumed in [3], which allows higher DoF but only
at the cost of a higher noise floor (as explained in Section I-B).
The new single-layer model forces a comparable noise-floor
relative to the baseline, by ensuring the same interference
distance as the baseline.

From Theorem 1 we know the DoF outer bound for single
layer interference is 6/11 per cell. While we have not found a
construction that will extend systematically through the infinite
grid to achieve this outer bound, a brute force attempt that
seems potentially extendable is illustrated in Fig. 6. Note that
this is not an aligned frequency reuse scheme. Indeed, if 6/11
DoF per cell are achievable, we conjecture that it will require
non-orthogonal schemes, e.g., based on subspace alignment,
which are typically not as robust as orthogonal (aligned fre-
quency reuse) schemes. For this reason, we look for inner
bounds based on aligned frequency reuse.

As our main achievability result under the new single-layer
connectivity pattern, we present an aligned frequency reuse
solution in Fig. 7 which achieves 1/2 DoF per cell, leaving
only a small gap to the 6/11 DoF outer bound. In Fig. 7 red
arrows also only indicate the locations of the active users. The
base station transmitters in the gray cells are also switched
off. Note that although the DoF achieved is less than the 6/7
DoF achieved under the connectivity model of [3], the new
connectivity model is superior in terms of the effective noise
floor (interference distance and the number of interferers),
which is comparable to the 3 frequency reuse baseline.

All that remains now is to compare the robustness and
performance of these schemes against each other and against
the baseline. For this we resort to numerical simulations at
finite SNR.

Fig. 7. The new aligned frequency reuse solution (DoF = 1/2 per cell).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the 6/7 DoF and 1/2 DoF aligned
frequency reuse patterns as well as the baseline solution by
numerical simulation. Considering the practical geographical
conditions, each BS is assumed to be randomly located in a
small circle around the center of the cell with the radius of
the circle as 0.1R, where R is the cell radius. We assume the
propagation parameters of a 3G wireless network used in [33].
Specifically, the path loss between a BS and a user located at
a distance of d is modeled as Γ(d) = −130−35log10(d) dBm
with d in km, the BS transmit power is P = 40 dBm, the noise
power is N0 =−100 dBm, and the radius of the cell, R, is varied
from 0 to 3 km.

The rate achieved per cell is expressed as

Ccell = ηcell · log2(1+SINRx,A) (8)

where ηcell is the DoF per cell, and SINRx,A is the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of a user located at x when
the set of active BS’s is A. Let yn be the location of BS n. For
any x in the cell of the reference BS, say BS 0, the SINRx,A is
expressed as:

SINRx,A =
PΓ(|x− y0|)

N0 +PΣn∈A,n ̸=0Γ(|x− yn|)
. (9)

In order to compare the interference level among different
scheduling strategies, we define the ratio of the INR to SNR in
dB scale as

INR
SNR

(dB) = 10 · log
PΣn∈A,n ̸=0Γ(|x− yn|)

PΓ(|x− y0|)
(dB). (10)

We employ Monte Carlo simulations with 1000 iterations to
estimate the average rate per cell and the average ratio INR
to SNR of the three different deployments. We first present
numerical results for the ideal setting where all users are located
symmetrically at the centers of the edges of the hexagonal cells,
and afterwards, in order to evaluate the robustness of the three
schemes we present numerical results under the more realistic
assumption that the users are distributed uniformly on the cell
boundaries.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for users located at centers of cell edges. (a) Ratio of INR to SNR for users located at centers of cell edges; (b) sum rate per cell for
users located at centers of cell edges.

A. Users Located at Centers of Cell Edges

With users located at the centers of the cell edges, Fig. 8(a)
presents the INR-to-SNR ratio under the three frequency reuse
patterns. As expected, the numerical results show that the inter-
ference level under the 6/7 DoF pattern is significantly higher
than the other two patterns. Fig. 8(b) compares the rate per cell
for the three frequency reuse patterns. It can be seen that:

(i) When cell radius is smaller than 0.79 km, the 1/2 DoF
pattern is the best solution, although the rate is only
slightly higher than the 6/7 DoF pattern. Thus, the lower
noise-floor advantage of 1/2 pattern slightly beats the
higher DoF advantage of the 6/7 pattern for small cells.

(ii) When cell radius is larger than 0.79 km, the 6/7 DoF pat-
tern becomes the best solution and the rate is significantly
higher than the other two patterns. Thus, the higher DoF
advantage of the 6/7 pattern trumps the lower noise-floor
advantage of the 1/2 pattern for larger cells.

(iii) The baseline pattern is always the worst solution for all
values of cell radius.

B. Users Located Off-Center

Let x be the location of user k, and x0 be the center location
of the cell boundary which the user k is located on, so that r =
|x−x0| is the deviation from the edge center. Here r∈ [0,R/2].
The three frequency reuse patterns are analyzed when r is
increased from 0 to R/2 under different choices of cell radius.
Fig. 9 shows the INR-to-SNR ratio. It is found that the 6/7 DoF
pattern is more sensitive to users’ location than the other two
patterns. Specifically, for 6/7 DoF pattern when r is increased to
R/2 the INR-to-SNR ratio is around 2.75 times as much as the
ratio of the ideal distribution (r = 0). Compared with 6/7 DoF
pattern, the 1/2 DoF pattern and 1/3 DoF pattern are relatively
more robust to off-center user locations, with an increase of
only about a factor of 1.8 relative to the ideal user locations.

Fig. 9. Ratio of INR to SNR for users located off-center.

Fig. 10 presents the sum rate per cell under the three fre-
quency reuse patterns for users distributed uniformly along the
cell edges. It is found that:

(i) When cell radius is smaller than 0.79 km the 1/2 DoF
pattern is the best solution for all users’ locations, while
compared with the 1/2 DoF pattern the 6/7 pattern is so
sensitive to users’ locations that it becomes even worse
than the baseline solution when the off-center deviation r
becomes larger.

(ii) When cell radius is increased from 0.79 to 1.4 km, for a
small r which means the user is near the center of the cell
edge the 6/7 DoF pattern becomes the best pattern, while
for a large r the 6/7 DoF pattern is still the worst solution
and the 1/2 DoF pattern still achieves the highest rate.
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Fig. 10. Sum rate per cell for each scheduling pattern under different cell
radius: (a) R = 0.2 km. (b) R = 0.79 km. (c) R = 1.1 km. (d) R = 1.4 km.
(e) R = 1.9 km. (f) R = 3 km.

(iii) When cell radius is increased beyond 1.4 km, the 6/7
DoF pattern becomes the optimal solution gradually even
when r becomes large.

Summarizing the results, we note that the 6/7 DoF solu-
tion significantly outperforms the rest for larger cells where
the effect of interference distance is subdued and users are
symmetrically placed, but is very sensitive to asymmetric user
locations, whereas the 1/2 DoF solution dominates for smaller
cells and is more robust to non-idealized user locations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The topological interference management problem for
hexagonal cellular networks studied in [3] is extended to in-
clude multiple layers of interference. The benefits of optimal
TIM solutions over basic frequency reuse patterns are seen
to diminish with increasing number of interference layers.
Focusing on single layer interference, a new connectivity model
is proposed that is more fair in terms of the effective noise-
floor although it offers lower DoF than the connectivity models
previously considered in [3]. The tradeoff between higher DoF
and lower noise-floor, as well as the robustness to non-idealized
user locations is investigated at finite SNR values through

numerical simulations. While the higher DoF advantage dom-
inates for larger cells, it is the lower noise-floor solution that
dominates for smaller cells and is also more robust to non-
idealized user locations. With the progression of cellular net-
works towards smaller cells, and the impracticality of idealized
user locations, robust solutions that favor not just high DoF
values but also lower noise floors are especially relevant.

VII. DISCUSSION

Although solutions to TIM problems appear information-
theoretic at this stage, they might foster new solutions for prac-
tical multicell scheduling problems which have been heavily
investigated in the past [34]–[36]. This paper is dedicated to
initiate such research and bridge the gap between the idealized
but possibly fragile TIM solutions and the sub-optimal but
robust practical scheduling solutions. The constrained approach
in the present paper provides hints on how to bridge the gap
between robustness and optimality. To enhance robustness,
we modified the connectivity model in [3] by increasing the
interference distance and considered asymmetric user locations
and BS locations. Instead of just the strength of the strongest
interferer which decides the noise floor in [3], we also ac-
counted for the number of strongest interferers and the strength
of the next strongest layer of interference. These additional
constraints pushed the solution away from the 6/7 DoF per cell
achieved under the idealized model, towards the new solution
of 1/2 DoF per cell, whose robustness relative to the baseline
in [3] was indeed verified by simulations. Evidently, such a
constrained approach is valuable as it allows a better balance
between robustness and optimality.
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